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NIR extinction
❖ Probably the most robust technique (e.g., Goodman 2008)

❖ insensitive (in the NIR) to the physical properties of the dust 
grains (Indebetouw et al. 2005; Ascenso et al. 2013)

❖ relies on a well established dust-to-gas ratio (Savage & Mathis 
1979; Lilley 1955; Bohlin et al. 1978) 

❖ used to calibrate others methods (X-factor for molecular line 
emission, opacity for dust emission)

❖ Limited by the angular density of background sources
❖ Need for deep observations and suitable methods for 

analyzing them (Meingast et al. 2017, Lombardi 2018)



VISIONS public survey

❖ ~550 sq deg in nearby molecular clouds
❖ YSOs identification, characterization, proper motion
❖ IMF, CMF, cluster formation, wide binaries
❖ Resolved KS relation (down to 0.1 pc)
❖ 3D structure, shape, and orientation of clouds (Gaia)
❖ Dust properties, jets, 

PI: Joao Alves

http://visions.univie.ac.at

http://visions.univie.ac.at
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Extinction with deep data

❖ Intrinsic (unextinguished) 
colors have a non-trivial shape 
(in part due to galaxies)
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Fig. 1. Color distribution of stars with accurate photometry (photomet-
ric error below 0.1 mag in both colors). The various clumps have a sim-
ple direct interpretation, as indicated by the black arrows. The red arrow
indicates the shift operated by a 0.5 mag K-band extinction.

(unextinguished) colors of background objects. XNICER fol-
lows a rigorous statistical approach and provides a method for
obtaining a full Bayesian inference of the extinction of an ob-
ject given a training set (control field). In this first paper we limit
our investigation to the simplest version of the algorithm and to
measurements of individual extinctions; more complex analyses
are deferred to follow-up papers.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe
XNICER and all necessary steps and improvements needed to
use it best. A comparison with alternative techniques is given in
Sect. 3. We then describe several tests that were carried out in
a control field to assess the merits and limitations of XNICER
(also compared to alternative methods) in Sect. 4. A sample ap-
plication to Orion A is briefly discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, we
provide an overview of the implementation in Sect. 6 and sum-
marize the results of this paper in Sect. 7.

2. Method description

XNICER works similarly to other color-excess methods. The
method is purely empirical and requires photometric measure-
ments on a control field, where the extinction is presumably ab-
sent, and on a science field, containing the area of interest. More
precisely, for each object in both fields, we presume to have at
our disposal magnitudes and associated errors in di↵erent bands.

XNICER, in many senses, generalizes the NICER technique
(Lombardi & Alves 2001) to situations where the intrinsic color
distribution of background objects cannot be described in terms
of mean and covariance alone. In order to better understand how
XNICER works in a qualitative way, it is useful to consider the
distribution of intrinsic star colors; later on, we will provide a
rigorous statistical description of the method. For this purpose,
we make use of the Vienna Survey in Orion dataset (VISION,
Meingast et al. 2016), a deep NIR survey of the Orion A molec-
ular cloud in the J, H, and Ks passbands. The use of VISION

ensures that we test the method on relatively complex data, in-
cluding also extended background objects (mostly galaxies) in
addition to point-like ones. We stress, however, that XNICER
can be applied equally well to any number and combination of
photometric measurements, including optical and mid-infrared
ones.

Figure 1 shows the distribution in color space of objects in
the control field with accurate photometric measurements. We
refer to the intrinsic distribution of object colors throughout, that
is, the distribution that would be observed with measurements
that are una↵ected by photometric errors and have no extinction,
such as the intrinsic probability density function (PDF, or iPDF
for short). The data shown in Fig. 1 follow to a first approxi-
mation the iPDF if we ignore the (relatively small) photomet-
ric errors present in these data. Clearly, this figure shows that
the iPDF is multimodal and cannot be accurately described by
a simple Gaussian: this is, however, implicitly what the NICER
technique does.

When a uniform extinction is present, the color distribution
of stars is (to a first approximation, see below Sect. 2.6) shifted
along the reddening vector. This suggests that we can infer the
extinction that a↵ects each object by tracing the observed colors
of each object back along the reddening vector and considering
the amplitudes (i.e., the values) of the iPDF along this line. These
can be directly interpreted as an extinction probability distribu-
tion for the star. The same method was essentially also used by
Meingast et al. (2017) in the PNICER technique.

In reality, this simple scheme has some problems that need
to be solved before it can be applied in a rigorous way to real
data:

– any background object will likely have photometric errors
that will a↵ect the observed colors and that need to be taken
into account;

– some objects will also have missing bands, a fact that clearly
needs to be taken into account;

– the same two issues mentioned above (photometric errors
and missing bands) will also a↵ect the objects observed in
the control field, and this will a↵ect our capability of infer-
ring the iPDF;

– the population of observed background objects di↵ers from
the control field population because of the e↵ects of extinc-
tion itself (essentially, we will miss the faintest objects).

In the following subsections we consider all these problems in
detail.

2.1. Intrinsic star color distribution (iPDF)

We assume throughout that observations are carried out on D+1
di↵erent magnitude bands. Not all objects need to have complete
observations in all bands. Out of these D+1 magnitudes, we can
construct D independent color combinations. We generally build
colors by subtracting two consecutive magnitude bands (we gen-
eralize below to situations where one or more bands are miss-
ing).

We desire to model the stars’ intrinsic color distribution, that
is, the unextinguished colors of stars measured with no error.
Here we assume that the distribution of intrinsic colors can be
well described by a Gaussian mixed model (GMM): that is, call-
ing c the D-dimensional vector of colors of a star, we have

p(c) =
KX

k=1

wk pk(c) , (1)

Article number, page 2 of 11
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the number counts in the J band (blue), H band
(green), and Ks band (red), together with their best-fit models in terms of
exponential distributions truncated by the completeness function c(m)
of Eq. (33).

2.5. Mixture reduction

In some cases it might be desirable to reduce the number of com-
ponents of the extinction GMM: that is, one might wish to ap-
proximate the mixture with a mixture with fewer components.
Often, the approximation is obtained by merging a number of
components of the mixture. This procedure is usually carried
out by requiring that the merged Gaussian preserves the first
moments of the merged components. Using the notation of the
Gaussian mixture in the color space, this requires that

wmerged =
X

m

wm , (30)

bmerged =
1

wmerged

X

m

wmbm , (31)

and

Vmerged =
1

wmerged

X

m

wm

⇥
Vm + (bmerged � bm)(bmerged � bm)T

⇤
.

(32)

In the above equations, all sums run over the merged compo-
nents {m}. Alternatively, one can perform pruning, that is, just
removing some components and redistributing the weights. This,
however, is generally less e↵ective.

When applying XNICER, we typically describe the control
field colors using a handful of components. The final extinction
estimates for each object will have the same number of com-
ponents as the control field GMM. For some applications, we
might wish to have a single extinction measurement (with asso-
ciated error) for each object: this is easily achieved by using the
Eqs. (30–32) above and merging all components. The resulting
bmerged will be the extinction value associated with the object;
likewise, the resulting Vmerged will be its variance.

2.6. Number counts and extinction

The simple approach described above ignores a key point: be-
cause of extinction, the population of observed stars changes, as
intrinsically faint stars will never be observed behind a dense
cloud. In general, di↵erent populations of objects will su↵er in
di↵erent ways from extinction: galaxies are intrinsically faint,
and will be the first objects to be wiped out by a cloud.

0 1 2
H�Ks [mag]

0

1

2

3

J
�

H
[m

ag
]

Fig. 4. E↵ects of extinction on the color distribution, from AK = 0 mag
(violet) to AK = 3 mag (orange). Not only is there a global shift of the
distribution, but some components disappear progressively. The various
distributions are renormalized: in reality, the AK = 3 mag density is built
from only the 3% brightest objects.

Fig. 5. Change in the observed background population with increasing
extinction, from AK = 0 mag (violet) to AK = 3 mag (red). The shift of
Fig. 4 is removed. The dominant e↵ect is a change in relative weight of
the various components, with no significant shift or change in shape.

In order to describe the e↵ects of extinction on the popu-
lation of objects, we need to know the completeness function:
this is just the probability for a star of magnitude m in a given
band to be observed (at that band). In general, we will have a
completeness function in each band considered; in the case of
the VISION data considered here, we will have three functions,
corresponding to the three bands J, H, and Ks.
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❖ Based on the extreme-deconvolution 
of the color distribution (Bovy et al. 
2011)
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where pk(c) is the distribution of the k-th component (k 2
{1, . . . ,K}) and wk is the associated weight. The weights are
taken to be normalized to unity, so that

KX

k=1

wk = 1 . (2)

Each component of the GMM is modeled as a multivariate nor-
mal distribution with mean bk and covarianceVk:

pk(c) = Z(Vk) exp
"
�1

2
(c � bk)TV�1

k
(c � bk)

#
. (3)

The normalizing term Z(V) takes the form

Z(V) =
1p

det(2⇡V)
=

1
p

(2⇡)D detV
. (4)

We model the photometric error in each band using a nor-
mal distribution, and we take the magnitude errors to be in-
dependent in each band (as is usually the case). Calling m =
{m1,m2, . . . ,mD+1} the magnitude of a star, the measured magni-
tudes are distributed as

m̂i ⇠ N(mi,�
2
i
) . (5)

Following what we said earlier, we call the star colors c =
(c1, c2, . . . , cD), where ci = mi � mi+1. With this definition, the
measured colors are associated with a correlated error, where the
correlation matrix takes the form

E =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

�2
1 + �

2
2 ��2

2 0 0 . . . 0
��2

2 �2
2 + �

2
3 ��2

3 0 . . . 0
0 ��2

3 �2
3 + �

2
4 ��2

4 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 0 . . . �2

n
+ �2

n+1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

.

(6)

Hence, a measured color ĉ is distributed according to

p(ĉ) =
KX

k=1

wk pk(ĉ) , (7)

where pk(ĉ) is the distribution of the k-th component over the
observed colors:

pk(ĉ) = Z(Vk + E) exp
"
�1

2
(ĉ � bk)T(Vk + E)�1(ĉ � bk)

#
. (8)

We note that the error matrix E is di↵erent for each star, and
therefore this distribution changes for each star.

We model situations where one or more bands are missing
with the help of a (rank-deficient) projection matrix P: that is,
we assume that in such cases, instead of the full color vector
ĉ, we only measure a linear combination of it given by Pĉ. For
example, for the simple case D = 2, if we only measure the
magnitude m1 and m3, that is, if the band 2 is missing, we set

P =
⇣
1 1

⌘
, (9)

so that Pĉ = ĉ1 + ĉ2 = m̂1 � m̂3. We note that Pĉ also follows
a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), with means Pbk and vari-
ances P(Vk + E)PT . With the help of a suitable P matrix, we
can represent all cases of missing data, as long as at least two
bands are available. We assume that this is always the case (i.e.,
that data with a single band are discarded a priori, since they are
essentially useless for color extinction measurements).
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Fig. 2. Extreme deconvolution of the control field colors. Overimposed
on the same density plot as in Fig. 1, we show ellipses corresponding to
the various Gaussian distributions used in the mixture that describes this
intrinsic color probability distribution. For clarity, the ellipses are 50%
larger than the covariance matrices of the corresponding components.
The ellipse fill color is proportional to the weight of each component.
Although the model used here has five components, only four are evi-
dent: the fifth is a large ellipse that encompasses the entire figure, with
a very small weight.

2.2. Extreme deconvolution

A critical task of XNICER is to infer the KD(D + 3)/2 � 1 pa-
rameters of the GMM of the iPDF. In principle, this could be
carried out in a Bayesian framework using standard Bayesian in-
ference, and sampling the posterior probability with techniques
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo. In practice, this task is of-
ten non-trivial because the control field typically includes a large
number of objects (⇠ billions) and very many parameters.

A simpler but very e↵ective way of solving this prob-
lem is to use a technique called extreme deconvolution (Bovy
et al. 2011). This generalizes the well-known expectation-
maximization technique used in the K-clustering algorithm (see,
e.g., MacKay 2003) to situations where the observed data are
incomplete or have errors.

The algorithm used satisfies all our requirements: it accepts
noisy and incomplete data and provides a set of best-fit parame-
ters for a GMM model. We note that when we use this technique,
we are in the position of using the entire control field data, in-
cluding objects with very noisy measurements, to infer the iPDF.
We also note that the results provided are, as much as possible,
noise-free: that is, the recovered parameters of the GMM model
in principle only include the intrinsic scatter in the true colors,
and not the scatter caused by their photometric errors.

We find the optimal number of components using the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC, Schwarz 1978; see also
Liddle 2007). In practice, however, our validation tests show that
one can limit the K Gaussian components to a relatively small
number (⇠ 5–10) without significant drawbacks.

Figure 2 shows an example of extreme deconvolution with
K = 5 in the control field of the VISION dataset.
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where pk(c) is the distribution of the k-th component (k 2
{1, . . . ,K}) and wk is the associated weight. The weights are
taken to be normalized to unity, so that

KX

k=1

wk = 1 . (2)

Each component of the GMM is modeled as a multivariate nor-
mal distribution with mean bk and covarianceVk:

pk(c) = Z(Vk) exp
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We model the photometric error in each band using a nor-
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We note that the error matrix E is di↵erent for each star, and
therefore this distribution changes for each star.

We model situations where one or more bands are missing
with the help of a (rank-deficient) projection matrix P: that is,
we assume that in such cases, instead of the full color vector
ĉ, we only measure a linear combination of it given by Pĉ. For
example, for the simple case D = 2, if we only measure the
magnitude m1 and m3, that is, if the band 2 is missing, we set

P =
⇣
1 1

⌘
, (9)

so that Pĉ = ĉ1 + ĉ2 = m̂1 � m̂3. We note that Pĉ also follows
a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), with means Pbk and vari-
ances P(Vk + E)PT . With the help of a suitable P matrix, we
can represent all cases of missing data, as long as at least two
bands are available. We assume that this is always the case (i.e.,
that data with a single band are discarded a priori, since they are
essentially useless for color extinction measurements).
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Fig. 2. Extreme deconvolution of the control field colors. Overimposed
on the same density plot as in Fig. 1, we show ellipses corresponding to
the various Gaussian distributions used in the mixture that describes this
intrinsic color probability distribution. For clarity, the ellipses are 50%
larger than the covariance matrices of the corresponding components.
The ellipse fill color is proportional to the weight of each component.
Although the model used here has five components, only four are evi-
dent: the fifth is a large ellipse that encompasses the entire figure, with
a very small weight.

2.2. Extreme deconvolution

A critical task of XNICER is to infer the KD(D + 3)/2 � 1 pa-
rameters of the GMM of the iPDF. In principle, this could be
carried out in a Bayesian framework using standard Bayesian in-
ference, and sampling the posterior probability with techniques
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo. In practice, this task is of-
ten non-trivial because the control field typically includes a large
number of objects (⇠ billions) and very many parameters.

A simpler but very e↵ective way of solving this prob-
lem is to use a technique called extreme deconvolution (Bovy
et al. 2011). This generalizes the well-known expectation-
maximization technique used in the K-clustering algorithm (see,
e.g., MacKay 2003) to situations where the observed data are
incomplete or have errors.

The algorithm used satisfies all our requirements: it accepts
noisy and incomplete data and provides a set of best-fit parame-
ters for a GMM model. We note that when we use this technique,
we are in the position of using the entire control field data, in-
cluding objects with very noisy measurements, to infer the iPDF.
We also note that the results provided are, as much as possible,
noise-free: that is, the recovered parameters of the GMM model
in principle only include the intrinsic scatter in the true colors,
and not the scatter caused by their photometric errors.

We find the optimal number of components using the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC, Schwarz 1978; see also
Liddle 2007). In practice, however, our validation tests show that
one can limit the K Gaussian components to a relatively small
number (⇠ 5–10) without significant drawbacks.

Figure 2 shows an example of extreme deconvolution with
K = 5 in the control field of the VISION dataset.
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the number counts in the J band (blue), H band
(green), and Ks band (red), together with their best-fit models in terms of
exponential distributions truncated by the completeness function c(m)
of Eq. (33).

2.5. Mixture reduction

In some cases it might be desirable to reduce the number of com-
ponents of the extinction GMM: that is, one might wish to ap-
proximate the mixture with a mixture with fewer components.
Often, the approximation is obtained by merging a number of
components of the mixture. This procedure is usually carried
out by requiring that the merged Gaussian preserves the first
moments of the merged components. Using the notation of the
Gaussian mixture in the color space, this requires that

wmerged =
X

m

wm , (30)

bmerged =
1

wmerged

X

m

wmbm , (31)

and

Vmerged =
1

wmerged

X

m

wm

⇥
Vm + (bmerged � bm)(bmerged � bm)T

⇤
.

(32)

In the above equations, all sums run over the merged compo-
nents {m}. Alternatively, one can perform pruning, that is, just
removing some components and redistributing the weights. This,
however, is generally less e↵ective.

When applying XNICER, we typically describe the control
field colors using a handful of components. The final extinction
estimates for each object will have the same number of com-
ponents as the control field GMM. For some applications, we
might wish to have a single extinction measurement (with asso-
ciated error) for each object: this is easily achieved by using the
Eqs. (30–32) above and merging all components. The resulting
bmerged will be the extinction value associated with the object;
likewise, the resulting Vmerged will be its variance.

2.6. Number counts and extinction

The simple approach described above ignores a key point: be-
cause of extinction, the population of observed stars changes, as
intrinsically faint stars will never be observed behind a dense
cloud. In general, di↵erent populations of objects will su↵er in
di↵erent ways from extinction: galaxies are intrinsically faint,
and will be the first objects to be wiped out by a cloud.

Fig. 4. E↵ects of extinction on the color distribution, from AK = 0 mag
(violet) to AK = 3 mag (orange). Not only is there a global shift of the
distribution, but some components disappear progressively. The various
distributions are renormalized: in reality, the AK = 3 mag density is built
from only the 3% brightest objects.

Fig. 5. Change in the observed background population with increasing
extinction, from AK = 0 mag (violet) to AK = 3 mag (red). The shift of
Fig. 4 is removed. The dominant e↵ect is a change in relative weight of
the various components, with no significant shift or change in shape.

In order to describe the e↵ects of extinction on the popu-
lation of objects, we need to know the completeness function:
this is just the probability for a star of magnitude m in a given
band to be observed (at that band). In general, we will have a
completeness function in each band considered; in the case of
the VISION data considered here, we will have three functions,
corresponding to the three bands J, H, and Ks.
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2.5. Mixture reduction

In some cases it might be desirable to reduce the number of com-
ponents of the extinction GMM: that is, one might wish to ap-
proximate the mixture with a mixture with fewer components.
Often, the approximation is obtained by merging a number of
components of the mixture. This procedure is usually carried
out by requiring that the merged Gaussian preserves the first
moments of the merged components. Using the notation of the
Gaussian mixture in the color space, this requires that
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In the above equations, all sums run over the merged compo-
nents {m}. Alternatively, one can perform pruning, that is, just
removing some components and redistributing the weights. This,
however, is generally less e↵ective.

When applying XNICER, we typically describe the control
field colors using a handful of components. The final extinction
estimates for each object will have the same number of com-
ponents as the control field GMM. For some applications, we
might wish to have a single extinction measurement (with asso-
ciated error) for each object: this is easily achieved by using the
Eqs. (30–32) above and merging all components. The resulting
bmerged will be the extinction value associated with the object;
likewise, the resulting Vmerged will be its variance.

2.6. Number counts and extinction

The simple approach described above ignores a key point: be-
cause of extinction, the population of observed stars changes, as
intrinsically faint stars will never be observed behind a dense
cloud. In general, di↵erent populations of objects will su↵er in
di↵erent ways from extinction: galaxies are intrinsically faint,
and will be the first objects to be wiped out by a cloud.

Fig. 4. E↵ects of extinction on the color distribution, from AK = 0 mag
(violet) to AK = 3 mag (orange). Not only is there a global shift of the
distribution, but some components disappear progressively. The various
distributions are renormalized: in reality, the AK = 3 mag density is built
from only the 3% brightest objects.

Fig. 5. Change in the observed background population with increasing
extinction, from AK = 0 mag (violet) to AK = 3 mag (red). The shift of
Fig. 4 is removed. The dominant e↵ect is a change in relative weight of
the various components, with no significant shift or change in shape.

In order to describe the e↵ects of extinction on the popu-
lation of objects, we need to know the completeness function:
this is just the probability for a star of magnitude m in a given
band to be observed (at that band). In general, we will have a
completeness function in each band considered; in the case of
the VISION data considered here, we will have three functions,
corresponding to the three bands J, H, and Ks.
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XNICER

❖ Based on the extreme-deconvolution 
of the color distribution (Bovy et al. 
2011)

❖ Can be used with noisy and 
incomplete measurements (both in 
the CF and SF)

❖ Takes into account the 
incompleteness due to extinction

❖ Big noise improvement wrt NICER 
on VISION (~50% noise reduction) 

❖ Python code freely available:  
github.com/astrozot/xnicer

(Lombardi 2018)
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Embedded clusters

❖ Stars form in the densest regions of molecular clouds…

❖ …mostly in clusters (Lada & Lada 2003)

❖ Early evolution of stars (infant mortality) responsible for 
shaping molecular clouds (e.g. Geyer & Burkert 2001)

❖ …which in turn are responsible for making more stars

❖ We need to study star formation and clusters in their 
early stages



Orion B, Lombardi et al. (2011)

Cluster identified as star overdensities (e.g. 
von Hoerner 1963, Gutermuth et al. 2009)

Often non-trivial for young, embedded ones

2MASSS density map
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NGC 2112 (D. Crowson)

Cluster identified as star overdensities (e.g. 
von Hoerner 1963, Gutermuth et al. 2009)

Often non-trivial for young, embedded ones

2MASSS density map
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NGC 2112 (D. Crowson)

NGC 2024 (K. Getman)

Cluster identified as star overdensities (e.g. 
von Hoerner 1963, Gutermuth et al. 2009)

Often non-trivial for young, embedded ones

2MASSS density map
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NGC 2112 (D. Crowson)

NGC 2024 (K. Getman)

NGC 2068 (M78) & NGC 2071  
(E. Ivanov)

Cluster identified as star overdensities (e.g. 
von Hoerner 1963, Gutermuth et al. 2009)

Often non-trivial for young, embedded ones

2MASSS density map
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von Hoerner 1963, Gutermuth et al. 2009)

Often non-trivial for young, embedded ones
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SFR best correlates with dense gas
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Figure 4. Relation between N(YSOs), the number of YSOs in a cloud, and M0.8,
the integrated cloud mass above the threshold extinction of AK0 = 0.8 mag. For
these clouds, the SFR is directly proportional to N(YSOs), and thus this graph
also represents the relation between the SFR and the mass of highly extincted
and dense cloud material. A line representing the best-fit linear relation is also
plotted for comparison. There appears to be a strong linear correlation between
N(YSOs) (or SFR) and M0.8, the cloud mass at high extinction and density.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

their birthplaces or dispersed much of their parental material.
Such evolved young stars are likely to be located in regions
of the cloud where the extinction is less than 0.8 mag and the
densities lower. One might expect that an improved, if not more
appropriate, comparison would result from only counting those
YSOs at higher extinction levels. We can only examine this
possibility for those clouds in our sample where there are both
statistically significant samples of YSOs at high extinctions
and published YSO positions (i.e., Ophiuchus, Pipe, Taurus,
Perseus, Lupus 3, 4, RCrA). Indeed, counting only YSOs at
AK ! 0.5 mag in these clouds, we again found a strong,
linear correlation between YSO number and threshold mass,
with a least-squares derived slope of 0.96 ± 0.13, essentially
identical to that for the lower extinction threshold sample. That
this refined sample gives the same result as the entire sample
suggests that any gas lost in the star formation process, and thus
not counted in our cloud mass measurements, has little effect
on the overall result. Apparently star formation activity over
the last 2 Myr has not produced a significant modification to
the total mass of high extinction material contained within the
clouds in our sample.

The linear nature of the correlation in Figure 4 indicates that
it is the cloud material above the extinction of approximately
0.8 mag that is most directly related to the level of star formation
activity and the SFR in a cloud. These results also suggest that
there is a threshold extinction above which the number of YSOs
produced by a cloud (and the SFR) is directly proportional
to the mass of the cloud above that threshold. We can now
describe the relation between the SFR and cloud extinction as
follows:

SFR(AK ) =
!

0 AK < AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag

ϵMAK0/τsf AK ! AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag,
(2)

where MAK0 =
" +∞
AK0

M(AK )dAK , τsf is the timescale of star
formation, and ϵ is the present star formation efficiency in the
gas of mass MAK0 . However, we note here that the present
data suggest that the extinction threshold of 0.8 mag may
not be particularly sharp, spanning a range of 0.6–1.0 mag.
Nonetheless, using the data in Table 1 for AK0 = 0.8 mag and
assuming τsf = 2 × 106 yr−1, we find that ϵ = 10% ± 6%. We
can further express the star formation timescale in terms of a
free-fall timescale at the density corresponding to the threshold
extinction: τsf = f × τff , where f ! 1.0, τff = (3π/32Gρt )0.5

and ρt is the density at the threshold extinction. Then above the
extinction threshold,

SFR(MAK0 ) = ϵ

f
× τ−1

ff |ρt
× MAK0 , (3)

where τff is evaluated at the threshold density. The ratio, ϵ
f

, is the
star formation efficiency per free-fall time. For ρt = 104 cm−3

(see the discussion below), τff = 3.5 × 105 yr, f = 5.7, and the
average efficiency per free-fall time is ϵ/f = 1.8%.

4. DISCUSSION

As mentioned earlier, the fact that we find star formation to
be most intimately associated with the high extinction material
in clouds is hardly surprising since it has been known for some
time that active star formation is confined to the high volume
density regions of molecular clouds (e.g., Lada 1992) and that
regions of high volume density correspond to regions of high
extinction. Therefore, it might be reasonable to assume that
Equation (2) can be rewritten as

SFR(n (H2)) =
!

0 n (H2) < n 0

ϵM0/τsf n (H2) ! n 0
, (4)

where M0 =
" +∞
n0

M(n)dn and n 0 is the threshold volume
density, corresponding to the extinction threshold of AK ≈
0.8 mag, and it is implicitly assumed that M0 = MAK0 .

The value of n 0 that corresponds to the threshold extinction
of AK = 0.8 mag is not known a priori, but can be estimated
from observations. Consider that column density, N, is related
to volume density, n , as N (r) = n(r) × r. For a stratified
cloud with n ∼ r−p, N ∼ r1−p. Using this fact, Bergin et al.
(2001) modeled the observed extinction profile of the IC 5146
(B168) dark cloud assuming cylindrical geometry and p = 2
and determined the relation between AV and n (H2) for that
cloud. They found (cf. their Figure 10) that a density of n (H2)
= 104 cm−3 corresponded to an extinction of AV = 6 mag
(AK = 0.66 mag). It has long been known that molecular lines
such as NH3, N2H+, and HCN require relatively high densities
(n (H2) " a few × 104 cm−3) to be observed. These species
are always detected in regions of high extinction, but direct,
quantitative comparison with extinction measurements have
been rarely made. However, such comparisons do exist for
N2H+ emission in three clouds, IC 5146 (Bergin et al. 2001),
B68 (Bergin et al. 2002), and FeSt 1-457 (Aguti et al. 2007).
In all these clouds N2H+ is detected over visual extinctions
of 6 mag and greater, supporting the suggestion that volume
densities of n (H2) ! 104 cm−3 correspond to extinctions of AV

! 6 mag (and AK ! 0.7 mag). These considerations suggest that
n 0 ≈ 104 cm−3. Although the actual value of n 0 is somewhat
uncertain, we will from here forward assume that high extinction
material corresponds to material at high volume density.

Lada et al. (2010) 
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Figure 4. Relation between N(YSOs), the number of YSOs in a cloud, and M0.8,
the integrated cloud mass above the threshold extinction of AK0 = 0.8 mag. For
these clouds, the SFR is directly proportional to N(YSOs), and thus this graph
also represents the relation between the SFR and the mass of highly extincted
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plotted for comparison. There appears to be a strong linear correlation between
N(YSOs) (or SFR) and M0.8, the cloud mass at high extinction and density.
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their birthplaces or dispersed much of their parental material.
Such evolved young stars are likely to be located in regions
of the cloud where the extinction is less than 0.8 mag and the
densities lower. One might expect that an improved, if not more
appropriate, comparison would result from only counting those
YSOs at higher extinction levels. We can only examine this
possibility for those clouds in our sample where there are both
statistically significant samples of YSOs at high extinctions
and published YSO positions (i.e., Ophiuchus, Pipe, Taurus,
Perseus, Lupus 3, 4, RCrA). Indeed, counting only YSOs at
AK ! 0.5 mag in these clouds, we again found a strong,
linear correlation between YSO number and threshold mass,
with a least-squares derived slope of 0.96 ± 0.13, essentially
identical to that for the lower extinction threshold sample. That
this refined sample gives the same result as the entire sample
suggests that any gas lost in the star formation process, and thus
not counted in our cloud mass measurements, has little effect
on the overall result. Apparently star formation activity over
the last 2 Myr has not produced a significant modification to
the total mass of high extinction material contained within the
clouds in our sample.

The linear nature of the correlation in Figure 4 indicates that
it is the cloud material above the extinction of approximately
0.8 mag that is most directly related to the level of star formation
activity and the SFR in a cloud. These results also suggest that
there is a threshold extinction above which the number of YSOs
produced by a cloud (and the SFR) is directly proportional
to the mass of the cloud above that threshold. We can now
describe the relation between the SFR and cloud extinction as
follows:

SFR(AK ) =
!

0 AK < AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag

ϵMAK0/τsf AK ! AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag,
(2)

where MAK0 =
" +∞
AK0

M(AK )dAK , τsf is the timescale of star
formation, and ϵ is the present star formation efficiency in the
gas of mass MAK0 . However, we note here that the present
data suggest that the extinction threshold of 0.8 mag may
not be particularly sharp, spanning a range of 0.6–1.0 mag.
Nonetheless, using the data in Table 1 for AK0 = 0.8 mag and
assuming τsf = 2 × 106 yr−1, we find that ϵ = 10% ± 6%. We
can further express the star formation timescale in terms of a
free-fall timescale at the density corresponding to the threshold
extinction: τsf = f × τff , where f ! 1.0, τff = (3π/32Gρt )0.5

and ρt is the density at the threshold extinction. Then above the
extinction threshold,

SFR(MAK0 ) = ϵ

f
× τ−1

ff |ρt
× MAK0 , (3)

where τff is evaluated at the threshold density. The ratio, ϵ
f

, is the
star formation efficiency per free-fall time. For ρt = 104 cm−3

(see the discussion below), τff = 3.5 × 105 yr, f = 5.7, and the
average efficiency per free-fall time is ϵ/f = 1.8%.

4. DISCUSSION

As mentioned earlier, the fact that we find star formation to
be most intimately associated with the high extinction material
in clouds is hardly surprising since it has been known for some
time that active star formation is confined to the high volume
density regions of molecular clouds (e.g., Lada 1992) and that
regions of high volume density correspond to regions of high
extinction. Therefore, it might be reasonable to assume that
Equation (2) can be rewritten as

SFR(n (H2)) =
!

0 n (H2) < n 0

ϵM0/τsf n (H2) ! n 0
, (4)

where M0 =
" +∞
n0

M(n)dn and n 0 is the threshold volume
density, corresponding to the extinction threshold of AK ≈
0.8 mag, and it is implicitly assumed that M0 = MAK0 .

The value of n 0 that corresponds to the threshold extinction
of AK = 0.8 mag is not known a priori, but can be estimated
from observations. Consider that column density, N, is related
to volume density, n , as N (r) = n(r) × r. For a stratified
cloud with n ∼ r−p, N ∼ r1−p. Using this fact, Bergin et al.
(2001) modeled the observed extinction profile of the IC 5146
(B168) dark cloud assuming cylindrical geometry and p = 2
and determined the relation between AV and n (H2) for that
cloud. They found (cf. their Figure 10) that a density of n (H2)
= 104 cm−3 corresponded to an extinction of AV = 6 mag
(AK = 0.66 mag). It has long been known that molecular lines
such as NH3, N2H+, and HCN require relatively high densities
(n (H2) " a few × 104 cm−3) to be observed. These species
are always detected in regions of high extinction, but direct,
quantitative comparison with extinction measurements have
been rarely made. However, such comparisons do exist for
N2H+ emission in three clouds, IC 5146 (Bergin et al. 2001),
B68 (Bergin et al. 2002), and FeSt 1-457 (Aguti et al. 2007).
In all these clouds N2H+ is detected over visual extinctions
of 6 mag and greater, supporting the suggestion that volume
densities of n (H2) ! 104 cm−3 correspond to extinctions of AV

! 6 mag (and AK ! 0.7 mag). These considerations suggest that
n 0 ≈ 104 cm−3. Although the actual value of n 0 is somewhat
uncertain, we will from here forward assume that high extinction
material corresponds to material at high volume density.

Lada et al. (2010) 
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Figure 4. Relation between N(YSOs), the number of YSOs in a cloud, and M0.8,
the integrated cloud mass above the threshold extinction of AK0 = 0.8 mag. For
these clouds, the SFR is directly proportional to N(YSOs), and thus this graph
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their birthplaces or dispersed much of their parental material.
Such evolved young stars are likely to be located in regions
of the cloud where the extinction is less than 0.8 mag and the
densities lower. One might expect that an improved, if not more
appropriate, comparison would result from only counting those
YSOs at higher extinction levels. We can only examine this
possibility for those clouds in our sample where there are both
statistically significant samples of YSOs at high extinctions
and published YSO positions (i.e., Ophiuchus, Pipe, Taurus,
Perseus, Lupus 3, 4, RCrA). Indeed, counting only YSOs at
AK ! 0.5 mag in these clouds, we again found a strong,
linear correlation between YSO number and threshold mass,
with a least-squares derived slope of 0.96 ± 0.13, essentially
identical to that for the lower extinction threshold sample. That
this refined sample gives the same result as the entire sample
suggests that any gas lost in the star formation process, and thus
not counted in our cloud mass measurements, has little effect
on the overall result. Apparently star formation activity over
the last 2 Myr has not produced a significant modification to
the total mass of high extinction material contained within the
clouds in our sample.

The linear nature of the correlation in Figure 4 indicates that
it is the cloud material above the extinction of approximately
0.8 mag that is most directly related to the level of star formation
activity and the SFR in a cloud. These results also suggest that
there is a threshold extinction above which the number of YSOs
produced by a cloud (and the SFR) is directly proportional
to the mass of the cloud above that threshold. We can now
describe the relation between the SFR and cloud extinction as
follows:

SFR(AK ) =
!

0 AK < AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag

ϵMAK0/τsf AK ! AK0 ≈ 0.8 mag,
(2)

where MAK0 =
" +∞
AK0

M(AK )dAK , τsf is the timescale of star
formation, and ϵ is the present star formation efficiency in the
gas of mass MAK0 . However, we note here that the present
data suggest that the extinction threshold of 0.8 mag may
not be particularly sharp, spanning a range of 0.6–1.0 mag.
Nonetheless, using the data in Table 1 for AK0 = 0.8 mag and
assuming τsf = 2 × 106 yr−1, we find that ϵ = 10% ± 6%. We
can further express the star formation timescale in terms of a
free-fall timescale at the density corresponding to the threshold
extinction: τsf = f × τff , where f ! 1.0, τff = (3π/32Gρt )0.5

and ρt is the density at the threshold extinction. Then above the
extinction threshold,

SFR(MAK0 ) = ϵ

f
× τ−1

ff |ρt
× MAK0 , (3)

where τff is evaluated at the threshold density. The ratio, ϵ
f

, is the
star formation efficiency per free-fall time. For ρt = 104 cm−3

(see the discussion below), τff = 3.5 × 105 yr, f = 5.7, and the
average efficiency per free-fall time is ϵ/f = 1.8%.

4. DISCUSSION

As mentioned earlier, the fact that we find star formation to
be most intimately associated with the high extinction material
in clouds is hardly surprising since it has been known for some
time that active star formation is confined to the high volume
density regions of molecular clouds (e.g., Lada 1992) and that
regions of high volume density correspond to regions of high
extinction. Therefore, it might be reasonable to assume that
Equation (2) can be rewritten as

SFR(n (H2)) =
!

0 n (H2) < n 0

ϵM0/τsf n (H2) ! n 0
, (4)

where M0 =
" +∞
n0

M(n)dn and n 0 is the threshold volume
density, corresponding to the extinction threshold of AK ≈
0.8 mag, and it is implicitly assumed that M0 = MAK0 .

The value of n 0 that corresponds to the threshold extinction
of AK = 0.8 mag is not known a priori, but can be estimated
from observations. Consider that column density, N, is related
to volume density, n , as N (r) = n(r) × r. For a stratified
cloud with n ∼ r−p, N ∼ r1−p. Using this fact, Bergin et al.
(2001) modeled the observed extinction profile of the IC 5146
(B168) dark cloud assuming cylindrical geometry and p = 2
and determined the relation between AV and n (H2) for that
cloud. They found (cf. their Figure 10) that a density of n (H2)
= 104 cm−3 corresponded to an extinction of AV = 6 mag
(AK = 0.66 mag). It has long been known that molecular lines
such as NH3, N2H+, and HCN require relatively high densities
(n (H2) " a few × 104 cm−3) to be observed. These species
are always detected in regions of high extinction, but direct,
quantitative comparison with extinction measurements have
been rarely made. However, such comparisons do exist for
N2H+ emission in three clouds, IC 5146 (Bergin et al. 2001),
B68 (Bergin et al. 2002), and FeSt 1-457 (Aguti et al. 2007).
In all these clouds N2H+ is detected over visual extinctions
of 6 mag and greater, supporting the suggestion that volume
densities of n (H2) ! 104 cm−3 correspond to extinctions of AV

! 6 mag (and AK ! 0.7 mag). These considerations suggest that
n 0 ≈ 104 cm−3. Although the actual value of n 0 is somewhat
uncertain, we will from here forward assume that high extinction
material corresponds to material at high volume density.

Lada et al. (2010) 



SFR best correlates with dense gas

❖ YSOs form at high (AK > 0.8 
mag) column density 
(presumably high densities)

❖ SFR ∝ #YSOs, hence SFR is 
controlled by amount of 
dense gas

❖ Related to the resolved 
Schmidt-Kennicutt relation: 
SFR ∝ AK   (Lombardi et al. 
2011), with β = 2–3

Lada et al. (2010) 
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SFR variation ~ factor 10

Star Formation Rate (Msun/Myr/pc)
variation ~ factor 10

YSO catalogs (Evans+2003, Megeath+2012, Furlan+2016, Großschedl+2018)SFR changes along the cloud by a factor ~10, following dense gas (YSO 
catalogs from Evans et al. 2003, Megeath et al. 2012, Großschedl et al. 2019)



Orion in 3D using Gaia DR2 parallaxes of YSOs: bent head, in total the cloud 
is 90 pc long! (Großschedl et al. 2018)
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Fig. 3. Top: Distance estimates (1/$) for YSOs in Orion A versus l and their average distances per �l. YSOs are shown as red dots with error-bars
(�$/$2). Over-plotted are the median (blue diamonds) and mean (orange circles) distances per �l = 1� (blue/green vertical lines on the bottom
map correspond to the bin boundaries, factor two over-sampled). The 1� and 2� lower and upper percentiles are shown as blue shaded areas. The
horizontal gray line represents the Menten et al. (2007) distance to the ONC at 414 pc with a range of ±20 pc (gray shaded area) corresponding to
the projected extent in l of the cloud (⇠40 pc at 414 pc). Bottom: Distribution of the YSOs in Galactic coordinates projected on the Herschel map.
The displayed area corresponds to the VISTA observed region (Meingast et al. 2016). The dark shades of the gray scale indicate regions of high
dust column-density (or high extinction). The distribution of YSOs follows the high density regions of the cloud, shown by their mean(b) positions
per �l (orange squares).

The map (Figs. 1 and 3, bottom) shows the YSO distribution pro-
jected in Galactic coordinates on a Planck-Herschel-Extinction
dust column-density map (Lombardi et al. 2014, hereafter, Her-
schel map)5. The distance variations in Fig. 3 (top) indicate that
the Head of the cloud appears to be roughly on the plane of the
sky at about 400 pc (for an extent of about 15 pc to 20 pc), while
the Tail, starting between l ⇡ 210� and 211� and reaching to
l ⇡ 214.5�, extends from about 400 pc to about 470 pc along the
line-of-sight. Thus, the Tail is inclined ⇠70� away from the plane
of the sky. Consequently, the Tail is about four times as long
(⇠75 pc) as the Head, leading to a total length of the Orion A
filament of about 90 pc.

The surprising extent of the cloud along the line-of-sight is
visualized in Fig. 4, where we project the YSO positions (�$ as
gray scale) in a cartesian plane as seen from the Sun, with XOrion
pointing toward Orion A. Over-plotted we show the mean posi-
tions per bin (orange dots, as in Fig. 3). The displayed mean po-
sitions were transformed into the cartesian coordinate system us-
ing the following positions: the mean YSO distances (d̄YSOs), the
mean Galactic latitude positions of the YSOs (b̄YSOs), and the �l
bin centers (see also Table 2). Sources with �$ & 0.085 mas dis-
appear in this visualization, while the scatter of YSO distances
is still largest near the ONC. However, since the scatter follows
largely the line-of-sight, it is still likely that it reflects parallax

5 We use a factor 3,050 to linearly convert Herschel optical depth to
extinction, as derived by Meingast et al. (2018).

measurement uncertainties. This should be kept under review in
future Gaia data releases.

In Figure 5 we show the orientation of the Orion A cloud
projected in Galactic cartesian coordinates, using the mentioned
mean YSO positions (Table 2). We exclude the three rightmost
positions in Fig. 3 (l  208�), since they are not projected on
top of high dust column-density. Figure 5 highlights the extent
of the cloud in galactic 3D space, also showing an idealized rep-
resentation of the 3D shape of the cloud in gray scale. The shape
is deduced by using extinction contours at AK,Herschel = 0.57 mag
(using extinctions from the Herschel map). For the far end of
the Tail (l � 213.5�, last three points), we extrapolate the cloud
shape manually, since the extinction drops on the upper side of
the Tail. We use then the middle b position between the upper
and lower edge of the Tail, instead of b̄YSOs. This approach visu-
alizes the opening of the Tail. The sharp turn from Head to Tail
is clearly visible in XY and XZ projection. The striking bent of
the Head, which consists basically of the Integral Shaped Fila-
ment (ISF), calls for a revision of the star-formation history in
Orion A.

A potential caveat to using the distances of YSOs as proxies
to the cloud distance is that Gaia, being an optical telescope, is
not sensitive to highly extincted sources. As a consequence, it
will miss embedded YSOs and non-embedded YSOs that may
be hidden by the cloud. This implies that the derived distances
might su↵er from a bias toward closer distances (correspond-
ing to the mean separation between YSOs and the cloud), more

Article number, page 4 of 9
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regions of dark complexes, i.e. in a very small fraction of the
large areas considered in this paper. Nevertheless, because of the
relevance of these regions in the process of star formation, it is
important to understand this bias and how to correct for it, as is
done in the Nicest method.

Corona Australis (see Fig. 1) is one of the most e�cient
star forming regions (Lada et al. 2010), is located at a distance
of about 130 pc (Casey et al. 1998), and harbors an embedded
cluster towards the Western-end of the cloud (see Fig. 1) with
about 50 young stars (Forbrich & Preibisch (2007); for a recent
review of the region see Neuhäuser & Forbrich 2008). The large
scale structure of the denser regions of the complex was studied
in C18O by Harju et al. (1993) and in dust emission by Chini
et al. (2003). Recently, Peterson et al. (2011) presented Spitzer

IRAC and MIPS observations of a 0.85 deg2 field centered on
the Corona Australis star-forming region, on the Western-end
of the cloud (Fig. 1). Combining the Spitzer results and data
form the literature these authors find a total of 116 candidate
young stellar objects (YSOs) and further evidence that star for-
mation is ongoing in the cloud. Using high-resolution spec-
troscopy from the VLT for a sample of 18 YSOs in the Coronet,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2011) determines an age of <2 Myr, and
probably ⇠0.5–1 Myr for the age of this cluster. An extinction
map of the ⇠3� ⇥ 6� densest regions of the Corona Australis,
again the Western-end of the cloud, appeared in Schneider et al.
(2011), as part of a multi-tracer study of a sample of clouds that
was used to quantify a possible link between cloud structure and
turbulence.

One of the major complications in studying molecular cloud
structure is to account for the possibility that two or more clouds
are seen along the same line-of-sight. When this is the case, even
if one of the clouds is only a di↵use cloud, the structure analysis
is further complicated (see for example the probability distribu-
tion of pixel extinctions in the Pipe nebula, Fig. 20 of Lombardi
et al. 2006). This complication is minimized and can be safely
ignored for relatively high Galactic-latitude clouds like Corona
Australis that lies at a projected distance from the Galactic plane
of ⇠20�. Corona Australis is one of the most isolated Galactic
star forming cloud as seen from Earth which makes it an ideal
case study for molecular cloud structure and star formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe the technique used to map the dust and we present the
main results obtained. A statistical analysis of our results and
a discussion of the bias introduced by foreground stars and un-
resolved substructures is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to the mass estimate of the cloud complexes. Finally, we
summarize the results obtained in this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Nicer and Nicest extinction maps

The data analysis was carried out following the Nicer and
Nicest techniques and used also in the previous papers of
this series, to which we refer for the details (see in particular
Paper III). We selected reliable point source detections from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Kleinmann et al. (1994))
in the region:

�20� < l < 20�, �37� < b < �13�. (1)

This area (⇠870 deg2 containing approximately 10.7 million
point sources from the 2MASS catalog) contains the Corona
Australis cloud complex and its mainly dust free environment.
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

Fig. 1. Optical image of the Corona Australis complex. The image cov-
ers approximately 3 by 5 deg2 and covers the Western-end of the cloud,
the densest region of the cloud where star formation is ongoing. By
clicking the “toggle image” box below while using Acrobat Reader, the
extinction map presented in this paper appears in green. Image courtesy
of Pavel Pech. Toggle image (online only)

As a preliminary check, we considered the color–color dia-
gram of the stars selected to verify the possible presence of ob-
vious anomalies in the extinction law. Unlike Paper II, we find
only a weak sign of possible contamination by evolved stars and
decided to proceed similarly to Paper III by retaining all objects.

After the selection of a control field for the calibration of
the intrinsic colors of stars (and their covariance matrix) we pro-
duced the final 2MASS/Nicer extinction map, shown in Fig. 2.
The selected control field was defined as a circle of ⇠4.5� cen-
tered on l = 349� and b = �17�. For best results, we smoothed
the individual extinctions measured for each star,
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regions of dark complexes, i.e. in a very small fraction of the
large areas considered in this paper. Nevertheless, because of the
relevance of these regions in the process of star formation, it is
important to understand this bias and how to correct for it, as is
done in the Nicest method.

Corona Australis (see Fig. 1) is one of the most e�cient
star forming regions (Lada et al. 2010), is located at a distance
of about 130 pc (Casey et al. 1998), and harbors an embedded
cluster towards the Western-end of the cloud (see Fig. 1) with
about 50 young stars (Forbrich & Preibisch (2007); for a recent
review of the region see Neuhäuser & Forbrich 2008). The large
scale structure of the denser regions of the complex was studied
in C18O by Harju et al. (1993) and in dust emission by Chini
et al. (2003). Recently, Peterson et al. (2011) presented Spitzer

IRAC and MIPS observations of a 0.85 deg2 field centered on
the Corona Australis star-forming region, on the Western-end
of the cloud (Fig. 1). Combining the Spitzer results and data
form the literature these authors find a total of 116 candidate
young stellar objects (YSOs) and further evidence that star for-
mation is ongoing in the cloud. Using high-resolution spec-
troscopy from the VLT for a sample of 18 YSOs in the Coronet,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2011) determines an age of <2 Myr, and
probably ⇠0.5–1 Myr for the age of this cluster. An extinction
map of the ⇠3� ⇥ 6� densest regions of the Corona Australis,
again the Western-end of the cloud, appeared in Schneider et al.
(2011), as part of a multi-tracer study of a sample of clouds that
was used to quantify a possible link between cloud structure and
turbulence.

One of the major complications in studying molecular cloud
structure is to account for the possibility that two or more clouds
are seen along the same line-of-sight. When this is the case, even
if one of the clouds is only a di↵use cloud, the structure analysis
is further complicated (see for example the probability distribu-
tion of pixel extinctions in the Pipe nebula, Fig. 20 of Lombardi
et al. 2006). This complication is minimized and can be safely
ignored for relatively high Galactic-latitude clouds like Corona
Australis that lies at a projected distance from the Galactic plane
of ⇠20�. Corona Australis is one of the most isolated Galactic
star forming cloud as seen from Earth which makes it an ideal
case study for molecular cloud structure and star formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe the technique used to map the dust and we present the
main results obtained. A statistical analysis of our results and
a discussion of the bias introduced by foreground stars and un-
resolved substructures is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to the mass estimate of the cloud complexes. Finally, we
summarize the results obtained in this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Nicer and Nicest extinction maps

The data analysis was carried out following the Nicer and
Nicest techniques and used also in the previous papers of
this series, to which we refer for the details (see in particular
Paper III). We selected reliable point source detections from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Kleinmann et al. (1994))
in the region:

�20� < l < 20�, �37� < b < �13�. (1)

This area (⇠870 deg2 containing approximately 10.7 million
point sources from the 2MASS catalog) contains the Corona
Australis cloud complex and its mainly dust free environment.
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

Fig. 1. Optical image of the Corona Australis complex. The image cov-
ers approximately 3 by 5 deg2 and covers the Western-end of the cloud,
the densest region of the cloud where star formation is ongoing. By
clicking the “toggle image” box below while using Acrobat Reader, the
extinction map presented in this paper appears in green. Image courtesy
of Pavel Pech. Toggle image (online only)

As a preliminary check, we considered the color–color dia-
gram of the stars selected to verify the possible presence of ob-
vious anomalies in the extinction law. Unlike Paper II, we find
only a weak sign of possible contamination by evolved stars and
decided to proceed similarly to Paper III by retaining all objects.

After the selection of a control field for the calibration of
the intrinsic colors of stars (and their covariance matrix) we pro-
duced the final 2MASS/Nicer extinction map, shown in Fig. 2.
The selected control field was defined as a circle of ⇠4.5� cen-
tered on l = 349� and b = �17�. For best results, we smoothed
the individual extinctions measured for each star,
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regions of dark complexes, i.e. in a very small fraction of the
large areas considered in this paper. Nevertheless, because of the
relevance of these regions in the process of star formation, it is
important to understand this bias and how to correct for it, as is
done in the Nicest method.

Corona Australis (see Fig. 1) is one of the most e�cient
star forming regions (Lada et al. 2010), is located at a distance
of about 130 pc (Casey et al. 1998), and harbors an embedded
cluster towards the Western-end of the cloud (see Fig. 1) with
about 50 young stars (Forbrich & Preibisch (2007); for a recent
review of the region see Neuhäuser & Forbrich 2008). The large
scale structure of the denser regions of the complex was studied
in C18O by Harju et al. (1993) and in dust emission by Chini
et al. (2003). Recently, Peterson et al. (2011) presented Spitzer

IRAC and MIPS observations of a 0.85 deg2 field centered on
the Corona Australis star-forming region, on the Western-end
of the cloud (Fig. 1). Combining the Spitzer results and data
form the literature these authors find a total of 116 candidate
young stellar objects (YSOs) and further evidence that star for-
mation is ongoing in the cloud. Using high-resolution spec-
troscopy from the VLT for a sample of 18 YSOs in the Coronet,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2011) determines an age of <2 Myr, and
probably ⇠0.5–1 Myr for the age of this cluster. An extinction
map of the ⇠3� ⇥ 6� densest regions of the Corona Australis,
again the Western-end of the cloud, appeared in Schneider et al.
(2011), as part of a multi-tracer study of a sample of clouds that
was used to quantify a possible link between cloud structure and
turbulence.

One of the major complications in studying molecular cloud
structure is to account for the possibility that two or more clouds
are seen along the same line-of-sight. When this is the case, even
if one of the clouds is only a di↵use cloud, the structure analysis
is further complicated (see for example the probability distribu-
tion of pixel extinctions in the Pipe nebula, Fig. 20 of Lombardi
et al. 2006). This complication is minimized and can be safely
ignored for relatively high Galactic-latitude clouds like Corona
Australis that lies at a projected distance from the Galactic plane
of ⇠20�. Corona Australis is one of the most isolated Galactic
star forming cloud as seen from Earth which makes it an ideal
case study for molecular cloud structure and star formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe the technique used to map the dust and we present the
main results obtained. A statistical analysis of our results and
a discussion of the bias introduced by foreground stars and un-
resolved substructures is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to the mass estimate of the cloud complexes. Finally, we
summarize the results obtained in this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Nicer and Nicest extinction maps

The data analysis was carried out following the Nicer and
Nicest techniques and used also in the previous papers of
this series, to which we refer for the details (see in particular
Paper III). We selected reliable point source detections from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Kleinmann et al. (1994))
in the region:

�20� < l < 20�, �37� < b < �13�. (1)

This area (⇠870 deg2 containing approximately 10.7 million
point sources from the 2MASS catalog) contains the Corona
Australis cloud complex and its mainly dust free environment.
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

Fig. 1. Optical image of the Corona Australis complex. The image cov-
ers approximately 3 by 5 deg2 and covers the Western-end of the cloud,
the densest region of the cloud where star formation is ongoing. By
clicking the “toggle image” box below while using Acrobat Reader, the
extinction map presented in this paper appears in green. Image courtesy
of Pavel Pech. Toggle image (online only)

As a preliminary check, we considered the color–color dia-
gram of the stars selected to verify the possible presence of ob-
vious anomalies in the extinction law. Unlike Paper II, we find
only a weak sign of possible contamination by evolved stars and
decided to proceed similarly to Paper III by retaining all objects.

After the selection of a control field for the calibration of
the intrinsic colors of stars (and their covariance matrix) we pro-
duced the final 2MASS/Nicer extinction map, shown in Fig. 2.
The selected control field was defined as a circle of ⇠4.5� cen-
tered on l = 349� and b = �17�. For best results, we smoothed
the individual extinctions measured for each star,
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regions of dark complexes, i.e. in a very small fraction of the
large areas considered in this paper. Nevertheless, because of the
relevance of these regions in the process of star formation, it is
important to understand this bias and how to correct for it, as is
done in the Nicest method.

Corona Australis (see Fig. 1) is one of the most e�cient
star forming regions (Lada et al. 2010), is located at a distance
of about 130 pc (Casey et al. 1998), and harbors an embedded
cluster towards the Western-end of the cloud (see Fig. 1) with
about 50 young stars (Forbrich & Preibisch (2007); for a recent
review of the region see Neuhäuser & Forbrich 2008). The large
scale structure of the denser regions of the complex was studied
in C18O by Harju et al. (1993) and in dust emission by Chini
et al. (2003). Recently, Peterson et al. (2011) presented Spitzer

IRAC and MIPS observations of a 0.85 deg2 field centered on
the Corona Australis star-forming region, on the Western-end
of the cloud (Fig. 1). Combining the Spitzer results and data
form the literature these authors find a total of 116 candidate
young stellar objects (YSOs) and further evidence that star for-
mation is ongoing in the cloud. Using high-resolution spec-
troscopy from the VLT for a sample of 18 YSOs in the Coronet,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2011) determines an age of <2 Myr, and
probably ⇠0.5–1 Myr for the age of this cluster. An extinction
map of the ⇠3� ⇥ 6� densest regions of the Corona Australis,
again the Western-end of the cloud, appeared in Schneider et al.
(2011), as part of a multi-tracer study of a sample of clouds that
was used to quantify a possible link between cloud structure and
turbulence.

One of the major complications in studying molecular cloud
structure is to account for the possibility that two or more clouds
are seen along the same line-of-sight. When this is the case, even
if one of the clouds is only a di↵use cloud, the structure analysis
is further complicated (see for example the probability distribu-
tion of pixel extinctions in the Pipe nebula, Fig. 20 of Lombardi
et al. 2006). This complication is minimized and can be safely
ignored for relatively high Galactic-latitude clouds like Corona
Australis that lies at a projected distance from the Galactic plane
of ⇠20�. Corona Australis is one of the most isolated Galactic
star forming cloud as seen from Earth which makes it an ideal
case study for molecular cloud structure and star formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe the technique used to map the dust and we present the
main results obtained. A statistical analysis of our results and
a discussion of the bias introduced by foreground stars and un-
resolved substructures is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to the mass estimate of the cloud complexes. Finally, we
summarize the results obtained in this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Nicer and Nicest extinction maps

The data analysis was carried out following the Nicer and
Nicest techniques and used also in the previous papers of
this series, to which we refer for the details (see in particular
Paper III). We selected reliable point source detections from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Kleinmann et al. (1994))
in the region:

�20� < l < 20�, �37� < b < �13�. (1)

This area (⇠870 deg2 containing approximately 10.7 million
point sources from the 2MASS catalog) contains the Corona
Australis cloud complex and its mainly dust free environment.
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

Fig. 1. Optical image of the Corona Australis complex. The image cov-
ers approximately 3 by 5 deg2 and covers the Western-end of the cloud,
the densest region of the cloud where star formation is ongoing. By
clicking the “toggle image” box below while using Acrobat Reader, the
extinction map presented in this paper appears in green. Image courtesy
of Pavel Pech. Toggle image (online only)

As a preliminary check, we considered the color–color dia-
gram of the stars selected to verify the possible presence of ob-
vious anomalies in the extinction law. Unlike Paper II, we find
only a weak sign of possible contamination by evolved stars and
decided to proceed similarly to Paper III by retaining all objects.

After the selection of a control field for the calibration of
the intrinsic colors of stars (and their covariance matrix) we pro-
duced the final 2MASS/Nicer extinction map, shown in Fig. 2.
The selected control field was defined as a circle of ⇠4.5� cen-
tered on l = 349� and b = �17�. For best results, we smoothed
the individual extinctions measured for each star,
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Fig. 8. PDF of column density for the Corona Australis cloud. The solid
red curve represents the best-fit of a single log-normal distribution to the
data. The residuals of the fit are presented in the lower panel. The grey
area in the residual plot delimits what would be expected from pois-
son noise. Note that the residuals are not poissonian but exhibit a clear
pattern. The excess over the log-normal fit on the high extinction tail
is present in a similar manner to the results for the clouds in Papers III
and IV, and the results of Kainulainen et al. (2009) and Froebrich &
Rowles (2010).

provides a better fit to simulations than both the pure log-normal
and the skewed log-normal. As a caveat, Tassis et al. (2010)
used simulations to demonstrate that log-normal column density
distributions are generic features of diverse model clouds, and
should not be interpreted as being a consequence of supersonic
turbulence.

The comparison between the predictions from supersonic
flow simulations with observational data have given mixed re-
sults. In a recent investigation of the Perseus cloud Goodman
et al. (2009) found no obvious relation between Mach num-
ber and normalized column density variance, raising questions
on the suggested relation between Mach number and the width
of a log-normal column density PDF (e.g. Padoan et al. 1997;
Ostriker et al. 2001). On the other hand, using 2MASS NIR
extinction maps, Kainulainen et al. (2009) have characterized
the shape of the column density PDFs in nearby molecular
clouds and found that although the peaks of the PDFs were
generally consistent with log-normal distributions, there were
systematic excess “wings” at higher column densities for clouds
currently forming stars (including Corona Australis). Using a
similar approach, a similar cloud sample, and the same data base
(2MASS), Froebrich et al. (2007); Froebrich & Rowles (2010)
also found that some clouds show an excess of column density
compared to a log-normal distribution at higher column den-
sities, although they did not find a significant correlation with
star formation. Recently, Schneider et al. (2013) also found a
power-law excess over a log-normal column density PDF for
Orion B from Herschel data. Both Kainulainen et al. (2009) and
Froebrich & Rowles (2010) suggested that the observed excess
material over the log-normal PDF represents the cloud mate-
rial decoupled from the general turbulent field and dominated by
gravity. Schneider et al. (2013) also argue that the tail is related
to star formation, but stress that statistical density fluctuations,

intermittency, and magnetic fields can also cause the observed
excess.

4.1. A single log-normal PDF

In this section we take a closer look at the column density PDF of
the Corona Australis cloud. Figure 8 shows the PDF of column
density for the entire area of the cloud as defined in Fig. 7. As in
our previous papers of this series, we find a significant number
of column density estimates with negative values. This is due to
uncertainties in the column density measurements, which nat-
urally broadens the intrinsic distribution and adds a fraction of
negative measurements. Note, however, that the amount of neg-
ative pixels observed is compatible with the typical error on our
extinction maps, which is of the order of 0.02 mag. Also shown
in Fig. 8 is a best fit of a single log-normal function2 to the data
(red solid curve), of the form:

h(AK) =
a

AK � A0
exp
2
666664�
�
ln(AK � A0) � ln A1

�2

2�2
ln

3
777775 · (5)

where a is the normalization factor, A0 is the o↵set, the mean is
given by A1 ⇥ e�2

ln/2 + A0, and the median of the distribution is
A1 + A0. The o↵set A0 is introduced to allow the fit to explore
negative values of AK . The fit parameters are listed in Table 3.
The bottom panel shows the residuals of the fit, and the expected
1� error (grey area). Examination of the residuals shows two sig-
nificant features that deviate from the expected errors. First, the
residuals display a clear extended excess in the high-extinction
wing of the PDF. Second, although the amplitude of the resid-
uals is consistent with expectations in the core of the PDF, the
residuals exhibit a systematic correlated pattern of noise that de-
viates from the expectation of uncorrelated errors. The clouds in
Papers III and IV (Perseus, Taurus, California, Orion, Mon R2,
Rosette, and Canis Major) all displayed a similar pattern in the
residuals as seen in Fig. 8, suggesting that this is a general prob-
lem a↵ecting all log-normal fitting involving the core of the PDF,
and not particular to this cloud.

It is clear from Fig. 8 that a single function cannot account
su�ciently for the observed PDF. There is, nevertheless, enough
motivation to try to perform a two-component fit to the cloud
PDF, because of the apparent power-law tail at high column
densities over a log-normal PDF discussed in the literature, to
account for noise, or to account for the possible the presence
of unresolved spatial variations in the PDF. Recently, regional
variations in the column density PDF within a single cloud were
found (Pineda et al. 2008; Beaumont et al. 2012; Schneider et al.
2012), that suggest that superposition of di↵erent PDF compo-
nents is probably common. In the following paragraphs we will
investigate two cases of a two-component fit, namely: 1) a log-
normal plus a power-law tail; 2) a log-normal and a Gaussian;
and 3) a Gaussian + a power-law, to investigate the impact of
the errors on these fits. We performed our fits by simultaneously
adjusting all fit parameters for all distributions: in other words,
we did not fit separately di↵erent parts of the PDF using di↵er-
ent functional forms, but rather we fit the entire range with the
sum of all functional forms selected (log-normal + power law,
log-normal+Gaussian, and Gaussian + power law).

2 Note that the functional form used here di↵ers, in the definition
of �ln, with respect to the form used in Papers II and III, but is the
same as in Paper IV.
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regions of dark complexes, i.e. in a very small fraction of the
large areas considered in this paper. Nevertheless, because of the
relevance of these regions in the process of star formation, it is
important to understand this bias and how to correct for it, as is
done in the Nicest method.

Corona Australis (see Fig. 1) is one of the most e�cient
star forming regions (Lada et al. 2010), is located at a distance
of about 130 pc (Casey et al. 1998), and harbors an embedded
cluster towards the Western-end of the cloud (see Fig. 1) with
about 50 young stars (Forbrich & Preibisch (2007); for a recent
review of the region see Neuhäuser & Forbrich 2008). The large
scale structure of the denser regions of the complex was studied
in C18O by Harju et al. (1993) and in dust emission by Chini
et al. (2003). Recently, Peterson et al. (2011) presented Spitzer

IRAC and MIPS observations of a 0.85 deg2 field centered on
the Corona Australis star-forming region, on the Western-end
of the cloud (Fig. 1). Combining the Spitzer results and data
form the literature these authors find a total of 116 candidate
young stellar objects (YSOs) and further evidence that star for-
mation is ongoing in the cloud. Using high-resolution spec-
troscopy from the VLT for a sample of 18 YSOs in the Coronet,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2011) determines an age of <2 Myr, and
probably ⇠0.5–1 Myr for the age of this cluster. An extinction
map of the ⇠3� ⇥ 6� densest regions of the Corona Australis,
again the Western-end of the cloud, appeared in Schneider et al.
(2011), as part of a multi-tracer study of a sample of clouds that
was used to quantify a possible link between cloud structure and
turbulence.

One of the major complications in studying molecular cloud
structure is to account for the possibility that two or more clouds
are seen along the same line-of-sight. When this is the case, even
if one of the clouds is only a di↵use cloud, the structure analysis
is further complicated (see for example the probability distribu-
tion of pixel extinctions in the Pipe nebula, Fig. 20 of Lombardi
et al. 2006). This complication is minimized and can be safely
ignored for relatively high Galactic-latitude clouds like Corona
Australis that lies at a projected distance from the Galactic plane
of ⇠20�. Corona Australis is one of the most isolated Galactic
star forming cloud as seen from Earth which makes it an ideal
case study for molecular cloud structure and star formation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe the technique used to map the dust and we present the
main results obtained. A statistical analysis of our results and
a discussion of the bias introduced by foreground stars and un-
resolved substructures is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to the mass estimate of the cloud complexes. Finally, we
summarize the results obtained in this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Nicer and Nicest extinction maps

The data analysis was carried out following the Nicer and
Nicest techniques and used also in the previous papers of
this series, to which we refer for the details (see in particular
Paper III). We selected reliable point source detections from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Kleinmann et al. (1994))
in the region:

�20� < l < 20�, �37� < b < �13�. (1)

This area (⇠870 deg2 containing approximately 10.7 million
point sources from the 2MASS catalog) contains the Corona
Australis cloud complex and its mainly dust free environment.
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/

Fig. 1. Optical image of the Corona Australis complex. The image cov-
ers approximately 3 by 5 deg2 and covers the Western-end of the cloud,
the densest region of the cloud where star formation is ongoing. By
clicking the “toggle image” box below while using Acrobat Reader, the
extinction map presented in this paper appears in green. Image courtesy
of Pavel Pech. Toggle image (online only)

As a preliminary check, we considered the color–color dia-
gram of the stars selected to verify the possible presence of ob-
vious anomalies in the extinction law. Unlike Paper II, we find
only a weak sign of possible contamination by evolved stars and
decided to proceed similarly to Paper III by retaining all objects.

After the selection of a control field for the calibration of
the intrinsic colors of stars (and their covariance matrix) we pro-
duced the final 2MASS/Nicer extinction map, shown in Fig. 2.
The selected control field was defined as a circle of ⇠4.5� cen-
tered on l = 349� and b = �17�. For best results, we smoothed
the individual extinctions measured for each star,
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Fig. 8. PDF of column density for the Corona Australis cloud. The solid
red curve represents the best-fit of a single log-normal distribution to the
data. The residuals of the fit are presented in the lower panel. The grey
area in the residual plot delimits what would be expected from pois-
son noise. Note that the residuals are not poissonian but exhibit a clear
pattern. The excess over the log-normal fit on the high extinction tail
is present in a similar manner to the results for the clouds in Papers III
and IV, and the results of Kainulainen et al. (2009) and Froebrich &
Rowles (2010).

provides a better fit to simulations than both the pure log-normal
and the skewed log-normal. As a caveat, Tassis et al. (2010)
used simulations to demonstrate that log-normal column density
distributions are generic features of diverse model clouds, and
should not be interpreted as being a consequence of supersonic
turbulence.

The comparison between the predictions from supersonic
flow simulations with observational data have given mixed re-
sults. In a recent investigation of the Perseus cloud Goodman
et al. (2009) found no obvious relation between Mach num-
ber and normalized column density variance, raising questions
on the suggested relation between Mach number and the width
of a log-normal column density PDF (e.g. Padoan et al. 1997;
Ostriker et al. 2001). On the other hand, using 2MASS NIR
extinction maps, Kainulainen et al. (2009) have characterized
the shape of the column density PDFs in nearby molecular
clouds and found that although the peaks of the PDFs were
generally consistent with log-normal distributions, there were
systematic excess “wings” at higher column densities for clouds
currently forming stars (including Corona Australis). Using a
similar approach, a similar cloud sample, and the same data base
(2MASS), Froebrich et al. (2007); Froebrich & Rowles (2010)
also found that some clouds show an excess of column density
compared to a log-normal distribution at higher column den-
sities, although they did not find a significant correlation with
star formation. Recently, Schneider et al. (2013) also found a
power-law excess over a log-normal column density PDF for
Orion B from Herschel data. Both Kainulainen et al. (2009) and
Froebrich & Rowles (2010) suggested that the observed excess
material over the log-normal PDF represents the cloud mate-
rial decoupled from the general turbulent field and dominated by
gravity. Schneider et al. (2013) also argue that the tail is related
to star formation, but stress that statistical density fluctuations,

intermittency, and magnetic fields can also cause the observed
excess.

4.1. A single log-normal PDF

In this section we take a closer look at the column density PDF of
the Corona Australis cloud. Figure 8 shows the PDF of column
density for the entire area of the cloud as defined in Fig. 7. As in
our previous papers of this series, we find a significant number
of column density estimates with negative values. This is due to
uncertainties in the column density measurements, which nat-
urally broadens the intrinsic distribution and adds a fraction of
negative measurements. Note, however, that the amount of neg-
ative pixels observed is compatible with the typical error on our
extinction maps, which is of the order of 0.02 mag. Also shown
in Fig. 8 is a best fit of a single log-normal function2 to the data
(red solid curve), of the form:

h(AK) =
a

AK � A0
exp
2
666664�
�
ln(AK � A0) � ln A1

�2

2�2
ln

3
777775 · (5)

where a is the normalization factor, A0 is the o↵set, the mean is
given by A1 ⇥ e�2

ln/2 + A0, and the median of the distribution is
A1 + A0. The o↵set A0 is introduced to allow the fit to explore
negative values of AK . The fit parameters are listed in Table 3.
The bottom panel shows the residuals of the fit, and the expected
1� error (grey area). Examination of the residuals shows two sig-
nificant features that deviate from the expected errors. First, the
residuals display a clear extended excess in the high-extinction
wing of the PDF. Second, although the amplitude of the resid-
uals is consistent with expectations in the core of the PDF, the
residuals exhibit a systematic correlated pattern of noise that de-
viates from the expectation of uncorrelated errors. The clouds in
Papers III and IV (Perseus, Taurus, California, Orion, Mon R2,
Rosette, and Canis Major) all displayed a similar pattern in the
residuals as seen in Fig. 8, suggesting that this is a general prob-
lem a↵ecting all log-normal fitting involving the core of the PDF,
and not particular to this cloud.

It is clear from Fig. 8 that a single function cannot account
su�ciently for the observed PDF. There is, nevertheless, enough
motivation to try to perform a two-component fit to the cloud
PDF, because of the apparent power-law tail at high column
densities over a log-normal PDF discussed in the literature, to
account for noise, or to account for the possible the presence
of unresolved spatial variations in the PDF. Recently, regional
variations in the column density PDF within a single cloud were
found (Pineda et al. 2008; Beaumont et al. 2012; Schneider et al.
2012), that suggest that superposition of di↵erent PDF compo-
nents is probably common. In the following paragraphs we will
investigate two cases of a two-component fit, namely: 1) a log-
normal plus a power-law tail; 2) a log-normal and a Gaussian;
and 3) a Gaussian + a power-law, to investigate the impact of
the errors on these fits. We performed our fits by simultaneously
adjusting all fit parameters for all distributions: in other words,
we did not fit separately di↵erent parts of the PDF using di↵er-
ent functional forms, but rather we fit the entire range with the
sum of all functional forms selected (log-normal + power law,
log-normal+Gaussian, and Gaussian + power law).

2 Note that the functional form used here di↵ers, in the definition
of �ln, with respect to the form used in Papers II and III, but is the
same as in Paper IV.
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Fig. 2. E↵ect of 11 di↵erent o↵sets for the superposition bias correction
in the PDF of Orion B (by steps of 0.02 mag).
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Fig. 3. Areas per extinction bin of di↵erent molecular clouds from
Herschel/Planck dust-emission data. Bins span 0.01 dex.

These simple tests demonstrate that the low end of the
PDF is essentially unconstrained by the observations. We thus
limit our investigation to the PDF at medium-to-high column
densities. Figure 3 shows the raw histograms of bin areas
for a set of molecular clouds, with boundaries selected from
2MASS/Nicest extinction maps (see Lombardi et al. 2006,
2008, 2010, 2011)2. We stress that using Planck data for the out-
skirts of the clouds was critical for investigating regions outside
the Herschel coverage but still at relatively high values of extinc-
tion. Clearly there is a wide variety of PDF shapes, and in almost
all cases there, they do not look like simple log-normal functions
(which would appear as parabolae here). However, as discussed
earlier, each cloud is a↵ected by di↵erent levels of contamina-
tion due to unrelated foreground and background material. To
remove this bias, we proceed as in Fig. 2 and subtract, for each
cloud, a custom o↵set appropriately determined by careful ex-
amination of the outskirts of each object and list in Table1.

2 As discussed in the text, this figure is constructed directly from his-
tograms of the logarithm of the column density map of each cloud,
and di↵ers by a simple scaling factor / AK from Figs. 17 and 18 of
Lombardi et al. (2014), which are constructed as derivative of the area
function.

Table 1. Extinction correction, the computed slopes n of the power law
of the various clouds’ PDFs and the clouds’ Galactic latitudes b.

Cloud �AK n b Cloud �AK n b

Oph 0.06 1.8 17� Perseus 0.02 1.7 �20�
Orion B 0.03 2.0 �15� Orion A 0.02 1.9 �19�
Polaris 0.01 3.9 +25� Pipe 0.29 3.0 5�
California 0.10 2.5 �8� Taurus 0.01 2.3 �15�
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Fig. 4. PDFs of molecular clouds considered in this Letter, together with
the PDF generated by a simple toy model (truncated isothermal profile,
see Sect. 4) as a black dashed line. The PDFs have been corrected for the
superposition bias by subtracting a constant o↵set to the dust extinction
maps used to derive them.

The result is shown as (normalized) PDFs in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, many of the di↵erences at AK ⇠ 0.1 mag to
0.5 mag evident in Fig. 3 are absent or mitigated in Fig. 4, sug-
gesting that they are artificially induced by superposition of un-
related foreground and background material.

At extinctions >0.2 mag, the PDFs exhibit power-law
shapes spanning approximately two decades with slopes rang-
ing roughly between �4 and �2 (see Fig. 4 and Table1 where we
list the indexes derived from a fit of the PDFs). In addition, they
exhibit a turnover from a power law form near AK ⇠ 0.2 mag.
Log-normal PDFs, which would appear as simple symmetric
parabolae in these plots, are not evident for AK > 0.1 mag,
with the possible exception of Polaris. Rather, it is evident that
PDFs are very asymmetric in the log-log plot. Again, Polaris is
a notable exception in this plot: it is more symmetric and dis-
plays a break at significantly lower column densities, as well
as a steeper slope at the high extinction side. As argued above,
the di↵erences shown by clouds below AK ⇠ 0.1 mag are not
significant; therefore, we cannot even assess whether there is a
universal shape for the PDF in this regime, and in case there is,
if the PDF is flat or increasing in this interval. Moreover, in this
regime much of the measured extinction is likely to come from
unrelated, more di↵use, atomic and molecular gas along the line
of sight, rather than from the molecular cloud itself. At such low
extinctions, it would be very di�cult to separate any contribu-
tion to the intrinsic cloud PDF arising from a cloud’s own (more
di↵use) outermost layers.

4. Discussion

Our inability to investigate the low end of the PDF limits our
ability to distinguish di↵erent models for its shape. However,
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Completeness set by  
the last closed contour!
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SUMMARY

1. SFR correlates best with dense gas above AK ~ 0.8 mag, in 
agreement with the resolved Smidth-Kennicutt relation

2. PDF of molecular clouds shows an extended power-law
3. Local clouds our best chance to understand the scaling relations  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Why we all like log-normals
❖ Log-normal distributions are expected for     (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994, 

Padoan et al. 1997, Scalo et al 1998…)
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Why we all like log-normals
❖ Log-normal distributions are expected for     (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994, 

Padoan et al. 1997, Scalo et al 1998…)

❖ Fluido-dynamic equations are scale-free  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<latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vX/DvpSJtyFrOiEMpNVRUVb6zUA=">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</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="jkOueE0a0IbVQiW7vyw0f2hVBqo=">AAACInicdVBNa9tAEB0l/XCdponTY3tYYhd6MpIhrXsz7aVHG+rYYBmzWo2sxatdsbsKNsJ/Idf0B+RH5Df0Vnoq9NCf0pUdQ13SgYHHezO8mRflghvr+z+9g8NHj588rT2rHz0/fnFy2ji7NKrQDIdMCaXHETUouMSh5VbgONdIs0jgKFp8qvTRFWrDlfxiVzlOMzqXPOGM2ooKdapmp02/HXy46LzrknvQ2YELErT9TTV7r+8GvwGgP2t4tTBWrMhQWiaoMZPAz+20pNpyJnBdDwuDOWULOseJg5JmaKbl5tg1eeOYmCRKu5aWbNi/N0qaGbPKIjeZUZuaf7WKfEibFDbpTksu88KiZFujpBDEKlJ9TmKukVmxcoAyzd2thKVUU2ZdPnsuhheS26V7JMYkvELWDMowjdSyDCMl4sq61Qxa63XdZbcLiPwfXHbagQt04EL8CNuqwSs4h7cQwHvowWfowxAYpHANN/DVu/W+ed+9H9vRA+9+5yXslffrDwZ2pXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPWtS0UGW8FVSQr1sRPduFSwKjSlTCY3zeBkJsxMxBK6dOtWP8CP8BvciSvBP/AnnLQWVPTChcM593LuPUHKmTau++aMjU9MTk2XZsqzc/MLi0vLK+daZopCk0ou1WVANHAmoGmY4XCZKiBJwOEiuDoq9ItrUJpJcWZ6KbQT0hUsYpSYgvJVLDtLFbfm7TfqO3v4C9RHoIG9mjuoysH60+nH7cbTSWfZKfmhpFkCwlBOtG55bmraOVGGUQ79sp9pSAm9Il1oWShIArqdD47t4y3LhDiSyrYweMB+38hJonUvCexkQkysf2sF+ZfWyky0186ZSDMDgg6NooxjI3HxOQ6ZAmp4zwJCFbO3YhoTRaix+fxw0SwTzNzYR0KI/GugFS/340De5H4geVhYVytetd8v2+xGAeH/wXm95tlAT22Ih2hYJbSGNtE28tAuOkDH6AQ1EUUxukP36MF5dJ6dF+d1ODrmfO2soh/lvH8CMaWm2w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XUVpKewWGMTEudpE10sXgbEkK/s=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboZjIKrkhR87YpuXFawKjRBJpMbMziZCTMTaQn9Bbf6AX6NO3El+DFOagQVvXDhcM69nHtPlHOmjee9OVPTM7Nz842F5uLS8srqWmv9QstCUehTyaW6iogGzgT0DTMcrnIFJIs4XEa3J5V+eQdKMynOzSiHMCM3giWMElNRgUrl9Zrrtf2jvc7+Ia5B5wvsYb/tTcpFdfWuW04jiCUtMhCGcqL1wPdyE5ZEGUY5jJtBoSEn9JbcwMBCQTLQYTk5dox3LBPjRCrbwuAJ+32jJJnWoyyykxkxqf6tVeRf2qAwyWFYMpEXBgT9NEoKjo3E1ec4Zgqo4SMLCFXM3oppShShxubzw0WzQjAztI/EkAR3QF2/DNJIDssgkjyurLddf3s8btrsvgLC/4OLTtu3gZ55bve4TrGBNtEW2kU+OkBddIp6qI8oStE9ekCPzpPz7Lw4r5+jU069s4F+lPP+AXmaozA=</latexit>



Why we all like log-normals
❖ Log-normal distributions are expected for     (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994, 

Padoan et al. 1997, Scalo et al 1998…)

❖ Fluido-dynamic equations are scale-free  
 
 

❖ Relative changes of     are equally expected

@⇢

@t
= �⇢r · u� (u ·r)⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="7KiXPFSLxiwfQ+DVNbIbtKeR3qw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNpNOYnP6uTD3LbM3ILYlNjLkZk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="idIu+/60uNrtQZHmjiMYjs9CJOk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vX/DvpSJtyFrOiEMpNVRUVb6zUA=">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</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="jkOueE0a0IbVQiW7vyw0f2hVBqo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XUVpKewWGMTEudpE10sXgbEkK/s=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboZjIKrkhR87YpuXFawKjRBJpMbMziZCTMTaQn9Bbf6AX6NO3El+DFOagQVvXDhcM69nHtPlHOmjee9OVPTM7Nz842F5uLS8srqWmv9QstCUehTyaW6iogGzgT0DTMcrnIFJIs4XEa3J5V+eQdKMynOzSiHMCM3giWMElNRgUrl9Zrrtf2jvc7+Ia5B5wvsYb/tTcpFdfWuW04jiCUtMhCGcqL1wPdyE5ZEGUY5jJtBoSEn9JbcwMBCQTLQYTk5dox3LBPjRCrbwuAJ+32jJJnWoyyykxkxqf6tVeRf2qAwyWFYMpEXBgT9NEoKjo3E1ec4Zgqo4SMLCFXM3oppShShxubzw0WzQjAztI/EkAR3QF2/DNJIDssgkjyurLddf3s8btrsvgLC/4OLTtu3gZ55bve4TrGBNtEW2kU+OkBddIp6qI8oStE9ekCPzpPz7Lw4r5+jU069s4F+lPP+AXmaozA=</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="jkOueE0a0IbVQiW7vyw0f2hVBqo=">AAACInicdVBNa9tAEB0l/XCdponTY3tYYhd6MpIhrXsz7aVHG+rYYBmzWo2sxatdsbsKNsJ/Idf0B+RH5Df0Vnoq9NCf0pUdQ13SgYHHezO8mRflghvr+z+9g8NHj588rT2rHz0/fnFy2ji7NKrQDIdMCaXHETUouMSh5VbgONdIs0jgKFp8qvTRFWrDlfxiVzlOMzqXPOGM2ooKdapmp02/HXy46LzrknvQ2YELErT9TTV7r+8GvwGgP2t4tTBWrMhQWiaoMZPAz+20pNpyJnBdDwuDOWULOseJg5JmaKbl5tg1eeOYmCRKu5aWbNi/N0qaGbPKIjeZUZuaf7WKfEibFDbpTksu88KiZFujpBDEKlJ9TmKukVmxcoAyzd2thKVUU2ZdPnsuhheS26V7JMYkvELWDMowjdSyDCMl4sq61Qxa63XdZbcLiPwfXHbagQt04EL8CNuqwSs4h7cQwHvowWfowxAYpHANN/DVu/W+ed+9H9vRA+9+5yXslffrDwZ2pXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XUVpKewWGMTEudpE10sXgbEkK/s=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboZjIKrkhR87YpuXFawKjRBJpMbMziZCTMTaQn9Bbf6AX6NO3El+DFOagQVvXDhcM69nHtPlHOmjee9OVPTM7Nz842F5uLS8srqWmv9QstCUehTyaW6iogGzgT0DTMcrnIFJIs4XEa3J5V+eQdKMynOzSiHMCM3giWMElNRgUrl9Zrrtf2jvc7+Ia5B5wvsYb/tTcpFdfWuW04jiCUtMhCGcqL1wPdyE5ZEGUY5jJtBoSEn9JbcwMBCQTLQYTk5dox3LBPjRCrbwuAJ+32jJJnWoyyykxkxqf6tVeRf2qAwyWFYMpEXBgT9NEoKjo3E1ec4Zgqo4SMLCFXM3oppShShxubzw0WzQjAztI/EkAR3QF2/DNJIDssgkjyurLddf3s8btrsvgLC/4OLTtu3gZ55bve4TrGBNtEW2kU+OkBddIp6qI8oStE9ekCPzpPz7Lw4r5+jU069s4F+lPP+AXmaozA=</latexit>



Why we all like log-normals
❖ Log-normal distributions are expected for     (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994, 

Padoan et al. 1997, Scalo et al 1998…)

❖ Fluido-dynamic equations are scale-free  
 
 

❖ Relative changes of     are equally expected

❖ Central limit theorem predicts a log-normal

@⇢

@t
= �⇢r · u� (u ·r)⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="7KiXPFSLxiwfQ+DVNbIbtKeR3qw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">AAACg3icdZHPaxQxFMezY2vX9Ue39iDiJbgVKtJlZrG6HgrFXjxWcNvCZlneZDLd0EwyJG9Kl2H+QG+96sWrN696a2Z2S1vRB4Fvvu893ssnca6kwzD81grurazeX2s/6Dx89PjJenfj6ZEzheVixI0y9iQGJ5TUYoQSlTjJrYAsVuI4Pjuo88fnwjpp9Bec52KSwamWqeSA3pp2OUst8JLlYFGCoszOTHVzxYru0Z3GpexccKYhVkAZTww2Bi18enupbtmLwtdN57TbC/vRh93BuyFdisG12KVRP2yitz/8cfns+8/nh9ONVpslhheZ0MgVODeOwhwnZb0UV6LqsMKJHPgZnIqxlxoy4SZlQ6Oir7yT0NRYfzTSxr3dUULm3DyLfWUGOHN/52rzX7lxgelwUkqdFyg0XwxKCw/J0BotTaQVHNXcC+BW+l0pn4HHi/4D7kxxstASL/xDEpHWvHpRyWaxuShZbFRSj97qRVtV1fHsrgHR/4ujQT/yQD97iB/JItrkBXlJtklE3pN98okckhHh5Cv5RX6TP8Fq8CYYBG8XpUFr2bNJ7kSwdwUZCMdn</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNpNOYnP6uTD3LbM3ILYlNjLkZk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="idIu+/60uNrtQZHmjiMYjs9CJOk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="65Yddq/tSyQn49uAXNmpv6RKwhw=">AAACrHicdVHRatswFJXdrcuyrUvbl8JetKaDltJgB7qlD6Nhe9gYDDJo2kLkBVmWE1FZMpIcEoz+YD+3xz3tH/YFk2OXtWO7IDg651xd6SjOOdMmCH54/saDh5uPWo/bT54+23re2d651LJQhI6J5FJdx1hTzgQdG2Y4vc4VxVnM6VV8877SrxZUaSbFhVnlNMrwTLCUEWwcNe18Q6nCpEQ5VoZhDtGCEljYP4Sx8C08gYe1ABFJpKldSOCY46OmxXnqo0Jbfv7at83ujhOO3LFqLi08bsRPzteYK9ts2ukGvfDstP96ABvQvwWnMOwF6+oOz39+X54MPoym214LJZIUGRWGcKz1JAxyE5XV3Qmnto0KTXNMbvCMThwUOKM6KtexWfjKMQlMpXJLGLhm73aUONN6lcXOmWEz139rFfkvbVKYdBCVTOSFoYLUg9LCZSlh9QcwYYoSw1cOYKKYuyskc+wSMe6n7k3RrBDMLN1DEppWIXXDEs1juSxRLHlSjT7ohgfWtl12twHB/4PLfi90gX5xIb4DdbXAC7APDkEI3oAh+AhGYAwI+OXteS+9fb/nX/gTP6qtvtf07IJ75ae/AesB05Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vX/DvpSJtyFrOiEMpNVRUVb6zUA=">AAACrHicdVHdatswGJXd/WTZX9rdDHaj1R10jAY70K27GJTtZgwGGTRtIfLCZ1lORGXJSHJpMHqDveBeY08wOXZZO7YPBEfnnE+fdJRVghsbxz+DcOvO3Xv3Bw+GDx89fvJ0tL1zalStKZtRJZQ+z8AwwSWbWW4FO680gzIT7Cy7+NTqZ5dMG67kiV1XLC1hKXnBKVhPLUY/SKGBNqQCbTkITC4ZxbX7Q1iHP+ADvN8JmNBc2c5FJGQCXvct3tMdlbjm6/eJ63c3nHjqj9Ur5fCbXvzifb25tS0XoygeJ+8PJ2+PcA8m1+AQJ+N4UxHqa7rYDgYkV7QumbRUgDHzJK5s2rR3p4K5IakNq4BewJLNPZRQMpM2m9gcfuWZHBdK+yUt3rA3OxoojVmXmXeWYFfmb60l/6XNa1scpQ2XVW2ZpN2govZZKtz+Ac65ZtSKtQdANfd3xXQFPhHrf+rWFMNrye2Vf0jOijakKGnIKlNXDcmUyNvRe1Gy59zQZ3cdEP4/OJ2MEx/otzg6/tinOEAv0C7aRwl6h47RZzRFM0TRr+B58DLYDcfhSTgP084aBn3PM3SrwuI3uX/QQw==</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="jkOueE0a0IbVQiW7vyw0f2hVBqo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XUVpKewWGMTEudpE10sXgbEkK/s=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboZjIKrkhR87YpuXFawKjRBJpMbMziZCTMTaQn9Bbf6AX6NO3El+DFOagQVvXDhcM69nHtPlHOmjee9OVPTM7Nz842F5uLS8srqWmv9QstCUehTyaW6iogGzgT0DTMcrnIFJIs4XEa3J5V+eQdKMynOzSiHMCM3giWMElNRgUrl9Zrrtf2jvc7+Ia5B5wvsYb/tTcpFdfWuW04jiCUtMhCGcqL1wPdyE5ZEGUY5jJtBoSEn9JbcwMBCQTLQYTk5dox3LBPjRCrbwuAJ+32jJJnWoyyykxkxqf6tVeRf2qAwyWFYMpEXBgT9NEoKjo3E1ec4Zgqo4SMLCFXM3oppShShxubzw0WzQjAztI/EkAR3QF2/DNJIDssgkjyurLddf3s8btrsvgLC/4OLTtu3gZ55bve4TrGBNtEW2kU+OkBddIp6qI8oStE9ekCPzpPz7Lw4r5+jU069s4F+lPP+AXmaozA=</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="jkOueE0a0IbVQiW7vyw0f2hVBqo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="esvGwppcAduPJk0skg7qn13/4z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XUVpKewWGMTEudpE10sXgbEkK/s=">AAACInicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVZXboZjIKrkhR87YpuXFawKjRBJpMbMziZCTMTaQn9Bbf6AX6NO3El+DFOagQVvXDhcM69nHtPlHOmjee9OVPTM7Nz842F5uLS8srqWmv9QstCUehTyaW6iogGzgT0DTMcrnIFJIs4XEa3J5V+eQdKMynOzSiHMCM3giWMElNRgUrl9Zrrtf2jvc7+Ia5B5wvsYb/tTcpFdfWuW04jiCUtMhCGcqL1wPdyE5ZEGUY5jJtBoSEn9JbcwMBCQTLQYTk5dox3LBPjRCrbwuAJ+32jJJnWoyyykxkxqf6tVeRf2qAwyWFYMpEXBgT9NEoKjo3E1ec4Zgqo4SMLCFXM3oppShShxubzw0WzQjAztI/EkAR3QF2/DNJIDssgkjyurLddf3s8btrsvgLC/4OLTtu3gZ55bve4TrGBNtEW2kU+OkBddIp6qI8oStE9ekCPzpPz7Lw4r5+jU069s4F+lPP+AXmaozA=</latexit>



Why we all like log-normals
❖ Log-normal distributions are expected for     (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994, 

Padoan et al. 1997, Scalo et al 1998…)

❖ Fluido-dynamic equations are scale-free  
 
 

❖ Relative changes of     are equally expected

❖ Central limit theorem predicts a log-normal

❖ Projection effects (in most cases…) do not significantly alter this 
expectation (Vázquez-Semadeni & García 2001)

@⇢

@t
= �⇢r · u� (u ·r)⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="7KiXPFSLxiwfQ+DVNbIbtKeR3qw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wHVodEBK2Yn/F9tH969XksweOjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNpNOYnP6uTD3LbM3ILYlNjLkZk=">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</latexit>
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Extinction and number counts
❖ Star number counts follow 

approximately a power law
❖ Extinction shifts the number 

counts line to the right: we 
observe less stars
❖ Originally used to infer the 

extinction of the cloud (Wolf 
1923, Bok 1937)

❖ Can actually be a problem 
for most color-excess 
techniques magnitude
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the inverse of its detection 
probability (Lombardi 2009) 
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